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 Do more with less 
(raise more money 
with fewer resources)

 Start from scratch

 …“but we always do it 
this way…”



 All prospects and donors treated equally

 Massive non-donor pools

 Very few segments with only small variations 
in messaging… and direct mail costs too high

 Standard ask arrays





 Is segmenting by college degree yielding the results 
we want? Is it the right way to focus?

 How many attempts does it typically take for a person 
to answer the phone when we call? How many 
attempts are we making per person?

 How many donors upgrade and at what gift level do 
they tend stop giving more?

 What does a typical donor look like and how can we 
structure our non donor pools so that they are filled 
with like individuals?



 All prospects and donors treated equally

 Focus on Lybunts and Sybunts

 Structure the solicitation schedule to give people 
time to give

 Massive non-donor pools 

 Quality over quantity

 Create models for each pool 



 Very few segments with only small variations 
in messaging… and direct mail costs too high 

 Send mail to fewer people but more segmented

 Segments don’t have to stay the same across all 
avenues of communication 

 Standard ask arrays

 Ask amount can make or break



 All of our major mail solicitations were sent to 
less people and made more money from FY13 
to FY15

 Acquired 17% more new donors in FY15 than 
FY14

 First time donor retention went up from 23% 
to 30%

 Overall Lybunt retention rose from 46% to 
56%
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 Change takes time

 Let the data tell the story, but still listen to 
your gut

 Acceptance is key

 Data utilization is an investment





 AMA

 Founded in 1847

 1.1M living physicians, 215K members

 AMAF

 Founded in 1950… separate board in 1999

 First campaign in 2000

 Donor base of 1,200 individuals

 Total revenue of ~$2M (with a heavy percentage 
being Corporate)



Triple $$ from 
individuals over 3 
year period



 Communicate with and say thank you more 
than you ask

 Share stories and specific impact 

 Quality over quantity

 Less about a donation right away and more 
about increasing our sphere of influence



 Within our existing donor base, identify 
those:

 most likely to be major gift donors

 ready to upgrade

 Determine what our donor base looks like, 
what a typical donor is for the AMAF

 Narrow the pool of 1.1M



 Magic Number… 50K

 Further cultivate the top of the pyramid 

 Continue to engage our existing donors, 
moving them up the pyramid 

 Engage new individuals that are most likely 
to become donors to widen our overall pool



 AMAF Introduction
 Enhance social media
 Regional events
 Engagement then solicitation
 New website and e-communication presence 
 Personal outreach
 Ongoing data analytics and improved 

reporting



The AMA
Lots of new and moving parts
$$$$
New staff, new programs, 

‘regular’ work



 Teachable moment for further 
collaboration

 Listen, back your ideas up with data, 
show results, repeat

 ROI
 New energy, new momentum, new 

willingness
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